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P L A N N E R S

Thank you!
I can say without a doubt that you need to hire Alex and Jenni. I was a bit unsure
about what a wedding planner did but my experience of Alex and Jenni was that
they do absolutely anything to make your day run smoothly and to make it special.
Starting with the boring, practical bits they were super organised - marshalling all the
wedding suppliers to be on time (or knowing them, early). They worked so well with
the venue team and built very strong and friendly working relationships very quickly.
And they took a load off my mind by collecting all my thank you gifts and bits and
pieces the week before the wedding so I only had to pack my clothes and make-up
to go to the venue for the wedding. On the day they were on hand for absolutely
anything I needed - solving problems left right and centre which they made sure I
wasn't even aware of. While I have no doubt that they were running around all day all
they let me see was their careful and thoughtful work and their reassuring smiles!
But more than that, Alex and Jenni listened to what look we wanted and designed us
a fabulous reception. They were full of ideas which reflected our slightly vague
commission and quickly focused in on what we really wanted to pin down what we
were headed for. In what was a rather harsh, corporate room they created
something elegant yet cosy and pretty yet chic. The atmosphere was fantastic. We
loved the combination of traditional and non-traditional elements. And we were
particularly blown away by their efforts on the lighting which turned out to be a bit
more challenging in that venue than we had first envisaged. And they worked in
elements provided by some of our friends to make the whole room come together.
The effect was absolutely beautiful and exactly what we had hoped for.
I can't tell you how hard Jenni and Alex worked and how reassured I was to know
they were there, dealing with all the things I didn't want to deal with on the day. Alex
and Jenni are truly lovely people. Mark and I are so grateful to them for helping us
stay a very laid back couple and spend our wedding day enjoying ourselves and our
guests. THANK YOU
Jenny and Mark - 22nd September 2012.
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